New Book We Recommend
(Sent out as an eblast to our 20,000 subscribers worldwide.)

Messages from Melanie: 365 Pearls of Wisdom and Hope From Afar

In this little gem, Dr. Laurent F. Carrel chronicles messages he has received from the other side. After a long period of deep grief over the loss of his daughter at a young age, Dr. Carrel began to experience visitations from Melanie, followed by regular channeled communication. These daily messages, combined with Dr. Carrel’s own strikingly beautiful art work, provide a heartwarming book that can give hope, encouragement and solace to anyone challenged by grief or the trials of life in general.

More info at Melanie

Whoever whispers in the night, 'Who are you?"
will receive the answer: 'I am ALL, I am All That Is.'"

-- A Message from Melanie
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